IGNITE

Take action to launch your moonshot and begin to create the future now!
Possibility Accelerator Formula:

IMAGINE + REVEAL

IGNITE

Infusing, cultivating, and nurturing noetic practices in our day-to-day lives.
WHY SHOULD WE INFUSE NOETIC PRACTICES INTO DAILY LIFE?

- It’s who we innately are — we are born with it!
- It works beautifully with logic and reason
- It’s “additive” — it increases the depth and quality of the information available to us
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INFUSE THE NOETIC INTO DAILY LIFE
FIND YOUR COMMUNITY
An Online Workshop to Inspire a New Reality

Possibility Accelerator Experience

Define, explore and energize your personal Moonshot vision

First self-study module opens:
Friday, January 15, 2021

https://noetic.org/experience/possibility-accelerator/
Upcoming Free Webinar

How Oneness Leads to Goodness:
The Spiritual Source of Compassion and Altruism

January 22, 2021
11:00 am - 12:30 pm (PST)

Co-produced by the Institute of Noetic Sciences and the Scientific and Medical Network.

Hosted by David Lorimer
Scientific and Medical Network

Featuring Steve Taylor, PhD
Author of Spiritual Science

https://noetic.org/event/how-oneness-leads-to-goodness/
© Institute of Noetic Sciences
FEBRUARY 5, 2021

Apollo 14 at 50: Celebrating Edgar Mitchell's Epiphany, the Overview Effect, and the Mission of IONS

Program: 11am - 12:30pm
Member's Social Hour:
12:30pm - 1:30pm
An Online Workshop to Inspire a New Reality

Possibility Accelerator Experience

Define, explore and energize your personal Moonshot vision

First self-study module opens:
Friday, January 15, 2021

https://noetic.org/experience/possibility-accelerator/